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Abstract—With the growth of Internet, network security has received significant attention over pass ten years due to the increasing threat of hacker attacks. To achieve security goals, most corporate environments have deployed firewalls to block the intrusion. However, traditional firewalls only provided static filtering analysis so that they can not analyze the content of data packet for providing dynamic security requirement. In order to address this issue, in this paper, we integrate the traditional firewalls with intrusion detection technologies. The proposed can provides dynamic security defense by atomically updating the policies based on the detection condition.

Index Terms—Firewall; Intrusion Detection; Network Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the development of network technologies and applications, security problem has become a hot topic because there are more and more economic losses due to the hacker attacks. Although there are many of security technologies to protect network attacks such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems (IDSs), etc, different security technologies are designed to address certain security issues so that such technologies can not cooperate with each other for protecting various attacks together. Even worse, they might defense to each other. Based on some researches, there are annual economic losses due to the hacker attacks. For example, analysts estimate that 50% of large corporations have seen a computer break-in over the past years [3]. According to the [4-5], during 1995-1996, annual financial losses are the range from hundreds of millions of dollars to 30+ billion dollars due to the various attacks. From the data, we get to know that the increasing of network application has made the security question more complicated than pass so that the single intrusion detection systems and firewalls can no meet the current requirement of network security. For example, the IDSs do not prevent an intrusion before it happens in a secure system [1-2] due to the IDs only detect known attacks and viruses.

Firewalls are the technologies of access control by controlling the traversal of packets across the boundaries of a secured network based on a specific security policy defined in advance by the network administrator. A firewall security policy is a list of ordered filtering rules that define the actions performed on matching packets. Typically, a firewall rule is composed of filtering and operation information such as source and destination address, protocol type, source and destination IP addresses and ports, as well as an action field. However, the filtering rules are established in advance. Thereby, traditional firewall can not adjust the static filtering rules to resist to the real-time attacks. In order to achieve the performance, the traditional firewalls only check the packet header but not examine the details of the content and the protocol. Thereby, as long as the data packet is not matched the filtering rules, then the firewalls will let the packet come in. Intrusion Detection Systems can make up for the shortcomings of absence of content checking of firewall.

IDSs try to detect any suspicious action by monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or network, and then by analyzing them for signs of intrusions. When something specially happens, the IDSs then notify the network administrator [6]. Generally, IDSs have three essential security functions: monitor, detect, and respond to unauthorized activity by company insiders and outsider intrusion. However, one main weakness of instruction diction system is that there are high errors and miss rate so that these issues have been plagued by the security administrator [7].

Although the firewalls and intrusion detection techniques are be applied to protect network attacks, such two techniques are usually operated as standalone system to protect an isolated subsystem or network only. That is to say, there is low possibility for coordinated operation.
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between the firewalls and IDSs. Thereby, in order to
against sophisticated attacks and upcoming threats, there
should combine firewall and IDSs so that they can
cooperate with each other. In this paper, we propose a
novel firewall integrated with the intrusion detection
technologies. The main system function of the novel
firewall will be presented in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next
Section we briefly reviews the backgrounds and existing
techniques of firewall. Firewalls with intrusion detection
techniques are proposed in details in Section 3. Finally,
we draw a conclusion in section 4.

II. THE FIREWALLS TECHNIQUES

In this section, we briefly review the existing
techniques and the backgrounds of firewalls. A firewall is
a technique that is ideally a separate computer to divide
the internal networks from Internet based on a specific
security policy. The first firewalls were simple packet
filter for controlling access between networks. Till to new,
firewalls are designed to provide numerous security functions [11].

1) Track and maintain state between multiple
sessions.
2) Authenticate users using tokens or one-time
password.
3) When the traffic password the firewall, they
should be encrypted decrypted.
4) Provide secure private channel and virtual
network in insecure networks.
5) Not only support TCP, but also support low
overhead protocol for real needs
such as UDP.
6) Ensure its own security is not compromised.

Figure 1 shows a typical architecture that separate an
organization’s network (internal networks) from the
Internet.

![Firewall Architecture](image)

Figure 1. Firewall Architecture

A. The Packet Filter Firewall

The first generation of firewall is the Cisco's IOS
software division [12], which is also called Packet Filter
Firewalls. Packet Filter Firewalls are the most basic,
fundamental type of firewall. They are the techniques that analyze the network traffic to
determine how to permit or deny packets based on a series of pre-defined rules. When the packet
filter firewall receives a packet of information, the filter
compares the packet to the pre-configured rules set to
accept or deny the traffic. In general, Packet filters
usually permit or deny network traffic based on the
following attributes.

- Source and destination IP addresses,
- Protocol, such as TCP, UDP, or ICMP
- Source and destination ports and ICMP types and
codes
- Flags in the TCP header, such as whether the packet
is a connect request
- Direction (inbound or outbound)
- Which physical interface the packet is traversing

The main advantage of this kind of firewall is speed,
flexibility and simplicity. Also, the installation,
modification is easy to implement.

B. The Circuit Level Gateways Firewall

The Circuit Level Gateways firewalls are also called
Proxy Service firewalls, which is the second generation
of firewall architectures and is first researched by Dave
Presotto and Howard Trickey of AT&T Bell Labs around
1989-1990[13]. Compared to packet filter firewalls, the
Circuit Level Gateways firewalls doesn't simply allow or
disallow packets but determines whether the connection
is valid according to observing handshaking between
packets. For example, the verification may be based upon:

- destination IP address and/or port
- source IP address and/or port
- time of day
- protocol
- user
- password

The main advantages of circuit level gateways are that
these kind firewalls are common faster than application
layer firewalls due to the fact that they are fewer
evaluations.

C. The Application-Gateway Firewall

An application-gateway firewall are called third
generation of firewall architectures, which we developed
by Gene Spafford of Purdue University, Marcus Ranum, and Bill, Cheswick of AT&T Bell Laboratories[13] during the late 1980s. Application-gateway firewall operates on seven layers of the OSI mode and thus it is much more secure and reliable compared to packet filter firewalls. It acts as a proxy for applications, performing all data exchanges with the remote systems in their behalf. An application firewall can filter higher-layer protocols such as FTP, Telnet, DNS, DHCP, HTTP, TCP, UDP and TFTP (GSS). It can allow or disallow traffic according to very specific rules, for instance permitting some commands to a server but not others, limiting file access to certain types, varying rules according to authenticated users and so forth. Application-level gateways are generally regarded as the most secure type of firewall. However, the system setup may be very much complex than other type firewall.

III. DISTRIBUTED FIREWALL WITH INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM

In this section, the present the architecture of the novel firewalls. One big disadvantage of the traditional firewall is that the firewalls rely on the static filtering rule, defined by an administrator in advance, to defense passively. Thereby, in order to achieve more security requirement, there should integrate the intrusion detection technologies into the firewall for providing dynamic security policy because the IDSs can provide dynamic defense technologies by analyzing the network traffic real-time. If there something specially happens, the IDSs call the alarm function for notifying the network administrator. For achieving such requirement, we can use the combine technologies by this way that if the something abnormal happens, then IDSs modify existing filtering rule of the firewall by adding the new defense rules to the original ones. Figure 1 shows the system model of the firewall with IDS function. Firewall and IDS are the core component in the whole system, which is placed at the core layer. Above the core layer, there lie at the application layer, which receives the network traffic and deliver it to the core layer for further process.

A. The System Architecture

The system architecture is presented in Figure 2. Note that the firewall and the intrusion detection modules cooperate with each other for protecting network attacks. In the sub Section, we describe each module function of the system.

(1) Firewall

The firewalls module is responsible for analyzing the network traffic to judge the persimmons according to a series of rules defined in the Policy Repository.

(2) Intrusion Detection Module

Having receiving the packet from the firewall, the module then analyzes the network traffic real-time. Note that the traditional firewall module doesn’t analyze the content of the data packet. Similar to traditional IDSs, this module monitors can analyze user and system activity by analyzing the content of the packet. Having detecting possible attacks, the Intrusion Detection Module calls the Policy Hander to judge whether there is should add or modify a filtering rule for protecting the adversary to attack. Note that once adding filtering rules, which defined in the next sub section 3, then the firewall will block the packet, which is matched in the Policy Repository. The firewall with intrusion detection technologies can enhance network protection by carrying out the dynamic defense mechanism. Also, the module records the attack events into the log database.
Policy Repository

The Policy Repository defined all the filtering rules that the systems accept or deny the packet. Similar to the traditional firewall, the rules are presented in the following format.

\<order> \<protocol> \<src_ip> \<src_port> \<dst_ip> \<dst_port> \<action>

The order of the rules presents the relative position of one rule. The protocol specifies the transport protocol of the packet such as IP, TCP and UDP, etc. src_ip and src_port are the source’s network addresses and port number, respectively. Likewise, dst_ip and dst_port are the destination IP addresses and ports number. The port can be either a single specific port number, or any port number presented by “any”. The action can be either “accepts” or “deny” [8]. However, one big weakness of traditional firewall is that the policy is static, which is established in advance. Thereby, the traditional firewall can not resist to real-time attacks. For addressing these issues, we, in this paper, combine the firewall with IDSs to provide dynamic rules. That is, there are no longer store static rules into the Policy Repository, but the dynamic ones. Note that it is the Policy Handler deal with the policy modification.

Policy Handler

The Policy Handler interprets the detection policies which may be triggered by the Log File. Note that the module has the privilege to update the policy rules of the firewalls based on the detection results got from the Detection module. Possible actions are notifying, or reconfigure.

Log Database

This module records the event of packet filtering, intrusion detection, and the operation of the firewalls. The log database provides the basic data for an administrator to analyze, audit, and check the effect of proposed firewall.

Alarm Module

Having detecting the networks security, the alarm module notifies the administrator right now by the some communication methods. For example, there can be send a message to the administrator’s phone or message.

B. Characteristic Matching based on Network Protocol

By way of improving the matching efficiency and adapting high speed network protocol, we use the detect arithmetic based on protocol analysis to analyzing captured data packets. The transmission of user data is based on a curtain or kinds of protocols, for example, in Ethernet system pack the data and encapsulate packet layer by layer, only the encapsulate packet can transmit in curtain protocol. When the packets reached to the destination, system will encode the packets and automatic get the original data. When the data is encapsulated, the protocol will keep back special information. Therefore we can estimate the type of packet by the protocol and match the characteristic of special protocol, then attain better efficiency and reduce calculation. Consequence machine adopt Frete match arithmetic, which assemble Rete net and match factors. Consequence net is composed of four kinds of node, which each node present an item in rule pattern, one or more node connect to form a pattern and create a restrict node in the end to save the fact of pattern matching. The lower part of Rete net is a network of connected node. They connect the patterns of left part, test the variables between the patterns and save the match set of satisfying the conditions. Rule nodes save the name of the rule and PRI. There are collision set in Rete net, which record all the rule of activate. Consequence machine select one of the activation according to the special collision strategy. When the new fact is produced, it will repeat the match of collision and form the consequence step. Symbol information will transform to integer form in the phase of assembly. The match of symbol will soften to compare of integer, which will increase the efficiency of consequence. In order to expand the event of capture, interrupt function is set in the consequence machine. When the new event triggers interrupt, it will start up running “recognizing-action” ring. So the new event will get timely response and satisfy the requirement of real time detection.

C. The Communication Platform

Since the firewalls and the IDSs might not be deployed in the same host. Therefore, there should be providing a
secure communication platform for the cooperating between the firewall and the Intrusion Detection module. In this paper, we employ the SSL protocol to provide a secure application transmission protocol by encrypting the clear text. We employ the OpenSSL to implement SSL protocol. OpenSSL is a free implementation of SSL/TLS based on Eric Young's SSLeay package [9]. OpenSSL requires creating a TCP connection between client and server, and then use the TCP socket to create an SSL socket. The code for a client connecting the server is as the following:

Socket sock=tcp_connect(host,port);
ssl=SSL_new(ctx); //Connect the SSL socket */
sbio=BIO_new_socket(sock,BIO_NOCLOSE);
SSL_set_bio(ssl,sbio,sbio);
if(SSL_connect(ssl)<=0)
   berr_exit("SSL connect error");
if(require_server_auth)
   check_cert(ssl,host);
Having initiating an SSL connection to a server, then there should check the server's certificate chain. The code for the server is as the following:

void check_certificate(ssl,host)
{
   X509 *peer;
   char peer_CN[256];
   if(SSL_get_verify_result(ssl)!=X509_V_OK)
      berr_exit("Certificate doesn’t verify");
   peer=SSL_get_peer_certificate(ssl);
   X509_NAME_get_text_by_NID (X509_get_subject_name(peer),NID_commonName,
      peer_CN, 256);
   if(strcasecmp(peer_CN,host))
      err_exit("doesn’t match host name");
}

D. The Communication Platform

In this system, we use the XML as the transmission format. XML is a data interchange format that allows exchange data between different systems or applications. Thus, in this paper, we employ the XML as the transmission unit. For example, if the there is a SYN Flood attack that is detected by the Detection module, then the module calls the Alarm module for notifying the administrator. Also, it generates the instruction report and issue the report to the Policy Handler for further processing. For example, the report can be presented as the following format:

<Intrustion_Report>
   <type>SYN_FLOOD</type>
   <protocol>TCP</protocol>
   <src_ip>169.254.94.37</src_ip>
   <src_port>8080</src_port>
   <dst_ip>192.168.10.1</dst_ip>
   <dst_port>80</dst_port>
   <dst_action>deny</dst_action>
   <time>2010-12-14 23:35:59</time>
</Intrustion_Report>

Having receiving the instruction report, the Policy Handler adds a rule if the report's action is "deny". For example, if the next request, where host IP address is 169.254.94.37, comes, then the firewalls will block it.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOAD BALANCE

The implement of diffusent is to maintain a assignment table, which using HASH table to realize access to table. Every unit in the table include <sip, sp, dip, dp, n, rt>, that is: Source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port, analyzer host no, update time. In the application of TCP, SYN symbol is to build a new connection, while FIN and RST is to end a connection. When the creation of a connection, it will assign a analyzer to it by load balance arithmetic. Then all the packet of the same application connection will send to the analyzer host. After the connection is ending, the connection record will delete in HASH in order to the HASH overflow. For connectionless UDP application and half-baked TCP connection, it will use update time to clear timeout connection timely.

If the load of each analyzer host is Li (i = 1,2,...,n), 0 ≤ Li ≤ 100. Ci (i = 1,2,...,n) is the ability of analyzer host, which is the application set of support. Ri (i = 1,2,...,n) is the usability, which can be 0 or 1, 1 represent the host can be used. The difference arithmetic based on least load first is describe as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Receive-a-packet(P); app-session-id = &lt;P.sip, sp, P.dip, P.dp, P.n, P.rt&gt;; flag = P.tcp.flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If(flag = SYN) goto (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>m = Hash(app-session-id); Send-packet-to(P, m);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reset-time-record(); goto(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>m = Find-a-analysis-host() &amp; (Rm = 1) &amp; (P.dp ∈ Cm) &amp; (Lm = MIN(Li))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Insert-into-table(app-session-id,m, Get-time-now()); Send-packet-to(P, m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>If(flag = RST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Receive-a-packet(P); app-session-id = <P.sip, sp, P.dip, P.dp, P.n, P.rt>; flag = P.tcp.flag
(2) If(flag = SYN) goto (4)
(3) m = Hash(app-session-id); Send-packet-to(P, m);
(4) m = Find-a-analysis-host() & (Rm = 1) & (P.dp ∈ Cm) & (Lm = MIN(Li))
(5) Insert-into-table(app-session-id,m, Get-time-now()); Send-packet-to(P, m)
(6) If(flag = RST | flag = FIN | IsTimeOut) Delete-from-table(app-seesion-id)
(7) goto (1)
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The system is composed of sensor, analyzer, manager, Intrusion Detection Agent System (IDA) and user interface [12]. In the data flow the output of the former is the input of next components while in the control flow the latter control the former component by relative protocol.

1. Independency and collaboration.
   Intrusion Detection Agent System (IDA) is an independent program. It can be develop and test respectively. Though each IDA is an aspect of host or network, IDA can exchange information to make accurate result.

2. Agility and flexibility.
   IDA can start, stop and dynamic configure respectively. It only need to reconfigure or add IDA if it has new data or new type intrusion.

3. No limit to data source and small error diffusion.
   Different IDA can use different data source. As IDA is realized independently, data source can use kinds of forms, such as: audit data, system configure check, network packet capture etc. If some IDA have problems or been destroyed, only those connected to the IDA will invalidation, IDA will find the state and deal with them. That will limit the harm to the least area.

4. Platform independent and compatibility
   As IDAs are independent, they can be developed respectively. They can also use different languages and base on different platform. They only need to keep to uniform communication protocols and format. The model either include IDA based host, or based network, which exceed the bound of traditional IDS model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Since the traditional firewalls only analyze the packet’s header not the content so that they can not provide dynamic defense against hacker attacks. For addressing these issues, we, in this paper, propose the enhanced firewalls integrating with the intrusion detection technologies. The system can real-time monitors the data packet and modify the security policies. However, it is very likely to generate conflicting rules when adding or modifying a rule. Thus, the enhanced system should provide the function to checks and remove firewall anomalies anatomically to achieve good performance, which will be the next work in our research.